Glaucoma

IOP Elevation Reduces Schlemm’s Canal Cross-Sectional Area
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PURPOSE. Previously, we demonstrated reduced Schlemm’s canal cross-sectional area (SC-CSA) with increased perfusion pressure in a cadaveric flow model. The purpose of the present study was to determine the effect of acute IOP elevation on SC-CSA in living human eyes.

METHODS. The temporal limbus of 27 eyes of 14 healthy subjects (10 male, 4 female, age 36 ± 13 years) was imaged by spectral-domain optical coherence tomography at baseline and with IOP elevation (ophthalmodynamometer set at 30-g force). Intraocular pressure was measured at baseline and with IOP elevation by Goldmann applanation tonometry. Vascular landmarks were used to identify corresponding locations in baseline and IOP elevation scan volumes. Schlemm’s canal CSA at five locations within a 1-mm length of SC was measured in ImageJ as described previously. A linear mixed-effects model quantified the effect of IOP elevation on SC-CSA.

RESULTS. The mean IOP increase was 189%, and the mean SC-CSA decrease was 32% (P < 0.001). The estimate (95% confidence interval) for SC-CSA response to IOP change was –66.6 (−80.6 to −52.7) μm²/mm Hg.

CONCLUSIONS. Acute IOP elevation significantly reduces SC-CSA in healthy eyes. Acute dynamic response to IOP elevation may be a useful future characterization of ocular health in the management of glaucoma.
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Glaucoma is the second leading cause of irreversible blindness in the world.1 Elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) is a major risk factor for the presence and progression of glaucoma.2–7 Intraocular pressure is regulated by balance between the formation and outflow of aqueous humor.8 The primary pathway for aqueous humor outflow is composed of the trabecular meshwork (TM), Schlemm’s canal (SC), and aqueous vasculature (veins and collector channels) leading to scleral veins.9 Previous studies have found a correlation between IOP and SC cross-sectional area (SC-CSA).10

The location of greatest resistance to outflow is the juxtacanicular tissue and the inner wall of SC, the interface between SC and the TM.11,12 Schlemm’s canal CSA is reduced when elevated IOP alters TM configuration, pushing it into SC in cadaveric human and animal eyes.13–15 Mechanical stress of the TM and juxtacanicular tissue alters its resistance to outflow, creating a clinical need for the characterization of TM deformation (strain) in response to changes in IOP.15,16

We have recently demonstrated the ability to noninvasively image the primary aqueous humor outflow system in living human eyes distal to and including SC using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT).17–19 Using this technique, we have observed reduced SC-CSA in a human cadaveric outflow model with increased perfusion pressure. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that reduced SC-CSA will be observed during acute IOP elevation using SD-OCT within living normal healthy human eyes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. The institutional review board of the University of Pittsburgh approved the study. All subjects gave written informed consent before participation.

Study Protocol

The temporal limbus of 27 eyes of 14 healthy subjects (10 male; 4 female; age 36 ± 13 years, range, 23–63 years) was scanned twice by SD-OCT (Fig. 1). Due to the size and position of the device head rest, imaging of the nasal quadrant with application of an ophthalmodynamometer (ODM, Bailliart Ophthalmodynamometer; Surgical Instruments Co.) was impossible, as the body of the scanner did not allow sufficient space for the ODM to be positioned on the eye. Further, being limited to horizontal raster scans, radial scans of the inferior and superior limbus were also impossible. Two volumetric raster scans were obtained (anterograde anterior segment 512 × 128 scan pattern [CirrusSD-OCT].20–22 In this study, we examined the effect of acute IOP elevation (up to 300%) on SC-CSA in living human eyes.

RESULTS. The mean IOP increase was 189%, and the mean SC-CSA decrease was 32% (P < 0.001). The estimate (95% confidence interval) for SC-CSA response to IOP change was –66.6 (−80.6 to −52.7) μm²/mm Hg.

CONCLUSIONS. Acute IOP elevation significantly reduces SC-CSA in healthy eyes. Acute dynamic response to IOP elevation may be a useful future characterization of ocular health in the management of glaucoma.
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HD-OCT 4000; Zeiss, Inc., Dublin, CA). The scan protocol was composed of 512 × 128 axial scans (A-scans) distributed over a 4 × 4-mm transverse area. The axial scan resolution was ~5 μm, with a transverse resolution of 15 μm. The image in Figure 2 comprises 512 adjacent vertical A-scans (each vertical line of pixels within the image is an A-scan), forming a single frame or B-scan. At a rate of 27,000 A-scans per second, the total scan time was ~2.4 seconds. Chin and forehead rests were used to center the eye in the image frame, and verbal commands were used to direct the volunteer to move the eye to center the desired limbus region in the field of view. This produced SD-OCT scans with the limbus oriented orthogonally to the laser beam. Scanning speed of the device was 27,000 A-scans per second. One hundred twenty-eight B-scans of the limbus were evenly distributed over 4 mm, with adjacent scans separated by 31.25 μm. Scan time was 2 seconds.

The first scan served as a baseline, and the second scan was obtained during application of scleral compression by ODM. After numbing of the eyes with 0.5% proparacaine, the ODM was applied on the temporal sclera with a constant weight of 30 g. The IOP increase specific to each eye produced by application of the ODM was determined by Goldmann applanation tonometry no sooner than 15 minutes after imaging. Vascular structures were used as landmarks to identify and repeatedly measure the same location before and during IOP elevation (Fig. 2, top, yellow arrows). Specifically, because it was anticipated that IOP would alter the appearance of SC, branch points in the aqueous veins and collector channels distal to SC were identified in baseline and high IOP scans. After confirmation of approximately identical locations before and during IOP elevation, SC-CSA was measured in identical locations at baseline and high IOP scans. Manual segmentation was performed as described previously, using a subjective full-width half-height approach. 

**Image Processing**

An automatic routine was used, in which images were thrice averaged with a three-dimensional 3 × 3 × 3 kernel and then processed by local contrast enhancement using adaptive histogram filtering in Fiji (Image) 1.45q; National Institutes of Health, http://www.imagej.nih.gov/ij [in the public domain]). A subjective manual adjustment of contrast and brightness was made and applied to the entire image stack. B-scans were excluded if SC's borders were not visible or excessive noise or shadowing was present. When ostia were present, the location of the surrounding wall was extrapolated across the collector channel to provide a border for SC-CSA estimation. Schlemm’s canal CSA was measured in five frames separated by 250 μm center to center, evenly spread throughout a 1-mm volume of the 4-mm scan, and centered on the “landmark” frame (Fig. 2), which contained multiple branch points that could be identified in both baseline and high IOP scans. The average of the five measurements was used for analysis.

**Statistics**

Data on cadaver eyes suggest that an IOP increase of 20 mm Hg would induce a 50% decrease in SC-CSA. The authors anticipate a moderate increase in IOP with application of the ODM. Assuming an increase of 5 mm Hg from baseline, the anticipated decrease in SC-CSA would be 12.5%. Further assuming a measurement variability of ~13%, an n of 14 will allow changes as small as 11.25% at 90% power to be detected as statistically significant.

The distribution of SC-CSAs observed at baseline, and absolute differences between adjacent measurement locations and at elevated IOP, were displayed in a box plot. The SC-CSA response to IOP elevation was quantified by linear mixed-effects modeling using the R statistical programming language (R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing, http://www.R-project.org [in the public domain]). Unlike a linear regression analysis, which attempts to force all subject data to a single relationship represented by the regression line,
a linear mixed-effects model takes both the group (the regression line) and the individual responses into account when estimating the systemic and individual variance components.

RESULTS

All subjects completed all measurements with no adverse effects or complaints of discomfort. Intraocular pressures and SC-CSAs at baseline and with ODM application are presented in the Table. Applying the ODM significantly increased IOP from 12.5 to 36.1 mm Hg, a 189% increase \( (P < 0.001) \). Subjectively, SC compression could be observed as movement of the inner toward the outer, but in a nonuniform manner (Fig. 2, bottom). Schlemm’s canal CSA was reduced by 32% \( (5379.6–3654.9 \ \mu m^2, P < 0.001) \) along with frame-to-frame variation in SC-CSA that was reduced at elevated IOP (Figs. 3, 4).

The linear mixed-effects model estimated \( (95\% \text{ confidence interval}) \) a statistically significant SC-CSA response to IOP change as \( -66.6 \ ( -80.6 \text{ to } -52.7 \) \( \mu m^2/mm Hg \).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we found that SC-CSA changed by \( -66.6 \ \mu m^2/mm Hg \) in a cohort of normal healthy eyes. This relationship was readily visible as compression of SC, possibly due to movement of the inner wall of SC, in radial SD-OCT sections oriented orthogonal to SC (Fig. 2). The effect of SC compression across the range of areas was visualized in a decrease in the distribution of the SC-CSAs (Fig. 3).

Since the balance between aqueous humor production and uptake regulates pressure, the present findings represent an important step in utilizing aqueous outflow structure morphology to understand the underlying pathologies that lead to an imbalance. Specifically, these data support the hypothesis that morphology and pressure levels in the eye are linked. In the present study, a consistent and predictable morphometric response to acute IOP elevation was documented. While the present cause-and-effect relationship was IOP perturbation leading to morphometric response, the same relationship has been observed with a morphometric perturbation leading to IOP response. Gulati et al.\textsuperscript{22} implanted a scaffold in SC, inducing a large increase in SC-CSA.\textsuperscript{22} This morphometric alteration resulted in a decrease in IOP. The same concept may be applied to monitor the effects of minimally invasive nonpenetrating glaucoma procedures and implantation of devices designed to bypass the trabecular network.\textsuperscript{23–30}

Cadaveric models suggested that TM expansion into SC would be observed with IOP elevation.\textsuperscript{15} Mathematical modeling of the outflow system also predicts compression of SC in response to IOP elevation.\textsuperscript{31} Assuming that accurate measurements of both SC-CSA and TM thickness response to IOP elevation are feasible in images produced by the clinical device, the foundation laid by Johnson and Kamm’s\textsuperscript{31} modeling may be used to calculate TM stiffness in the human eye in the future. If this speculation proves to be true, it is possible that the technology required for direct measurement of TM stiffness is already in place in many clinics throughout the world. Beyond being useful for the basic understanding of the condition or status of each individual patient’s outflow system, TM stiffness is of interest as it has recently been shown to be associated with outflow facility and resistance to outflow.\textsuperscript{16}

Stiffer TMs may be better able to remain stable through fluctuations in IOP.\textsuperscript{16}

There were several limitations in the study. Of the 14 subjects included in the study, only four were older than 45 years of age (48, 49, 53, and 63). Glaucoma is a disease most prevalent in aged eyes, and those eyes are susceptible to elevated IOP.\textsuperscript{32,33} Further study in an older healthy cohort may increase understanding of the outflow system’s response to acute changes in IOP in eyes of ages more frequently associated with glaucoma.

TABLE.  IOP and Schlemm’s Canal Cross-Sectional Area at Baseline and Elevated Pressure, Mean (Standard Deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>OD</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>OU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOP, mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>11.9 (3.0)</td>
<td>5919.0 (2553.7)</td>
<td>13.1 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP elevation</td>
<td>33.6 (4.9)</td>
<td>4025.6 (1658.2)</td>
<td>38.7 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OD, oculus dexter (Latin: eye right); OS, oculus sinister (Latin: eye left); OU, oculus uterque (Latin: eye both).

FIGURE 3.  Box plot showing the distribution of SC-CSAs at baseline and during acute IOP elevation.

FIGURE 4.  Box plot showing the distribution of scan-to-scan SC-CSA difference at baseline and during acute IOP elevation.
There were several limitations associated with the use of a clinically available device. It is possible that the smallest portions of SC structures are beyond the ability to visualize with the commercially available SD-OCT resolution. If this was the case, then the outcome of SC did not include smaller portions extending beyond the identified boundary, and SC size is therefore underestimated in this study. However, it is possible that some underestimation of true SC-CSA was present in this study, this does not invalidate the statistically significant difference in SC-CSA that was observed, suggesting that despite the physical limitations of the present generation of hardware, SD-OCT is capable of detecting changes in SC morphology associated with acutely changing IOP, which is an important step in the application of outflow morphometric imaging in the clinical management of glaucoma. Limitations associated with the head rest limited the study to analysis of the temporal quadrant. Imaging of the nasal quadrant with application of the ODM was impossible due to insufficient space for the ODM in front of the eye. The limitation of horizontal raster scans excluded examination of the inferior and superior limbus. Future studies may be more readily accomplished on other imaging platforms that feature smaller scan heads or allow rotation of the scan, facilitating 360° radial scan examination of the entire limbus.

In conclusion, acute IOP elevation significantly reduces SC-CSA in healthy eyes. Acute dynamic response to IOP elevation may be a useful future characterization of ocular health in the management of glaucoma.
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